Electrons in graphene behave like Dirac fermions, permitting phenomena from high energy physics to be studied in a solid state setting. A key question is whether or not these Fermions are critically influenced by Coulomb correlations. We performed inelastic x-ray scattering experiments on crystals of graphite, and applied reconstruction algorithms to image the dynamical screening of charge in a freestanding, graphene sheet. We found that the polarizability of the Dirac fermions is amplified by excitonic effects, improving screening of interactions between quasiparticles. The strength of interactions is characterized by a scale-dependent, effective fine structure constant,
Graphene is a single layer of carbon atoms with an unusual electronic structure that mimics the massless Dirac equation, allowing phenomena familiar from high energy physics to be investigated in a solid state setting (1) . Because of its low density of states near the Fermi level, it is possible to tune the effective carrier density of graphene with a gate voltage. This makes graphene the potential foundation for a new generation of low-cost, flexible electronics (1, 2) .
It is widely believed that graphene, if isolated from substrate effects, should be a strongly interacting electron system. (1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8) The strength of Coulomb interactions in graphene is governed by the ratio of its potential energy to its kinetic energy, 2 / / 2.2
, where e is the charge of an electron,  is Planck's constant, and v F is the Fermi velocity of the Dirac particles. This ratio is independent of the carrier density and usually referred to as the "fine structure constant",  g .
Unlike the analogous quantity 1/137   in quantum electrodynamics (QED),  g is greater than unity; thus there is no small expansion parameter for electromagnetic interactions, which have been predicted to lead to novel ground states such as an excitonic insulator (3), or a perfect fluid that might exhibit electronic turbulence (4) . Surprisingly, so far there is little direct evidence for strong interactions in graphene. The hallmark of interactions is a logarithmically divergent renormalization of the Fermi velocity, v F (5, 8) . However, this effect has not been observed in either angle-resolved photoemission (ARPES) experiments (9, 10) or in scanning single electron transistor (SET) measurements of the electronic compressibility (11) . A recent optical infrared measurement observed a departure from the non-interacting spectrum (12) , however the effect is not logarithmic and does not agree with ARPES or SET measurements. Interaction effects have been observed in high magnetic fields, but in this case the kinetic energy is quenched by the formation of Landau levels (13, 14, 15) . Some of these measurements were done on supported graphene, which can suppress interactions through substrate dielectric screening. However, recent measurements show that free-standing graphene in zero field also behaves like a simple semimetal (16) .
The absence of a v F renormalization seems irreconcilable with a large value of the fine structure constant. However, the particles measured in experiments are not bare electrons, but dressed quasiparticles, which interact via the screened Coulomb interaction (17) . Hence, a better measure of the strength of interactions is the dressed fine structure constant, describes the retarded interaction among the dressed quasiparticles, and accounts for the influence of screening generated dynamically within the Dirac system (18) .
is not a "background" dielectric constant, but a parameter that accounts for the dynamically generated screening by the valence electrons. Diagrammatic calculations may be structured in powers of
, so this function can be considered a valid expansion parameter (19) . 
where T is the temperature and 3 D  is the charge response of graphite. Eq. 2 provides only the imaginary part of 3 D  ; if a sufficiently broad energy spectrum is sampled in the experiment, the real part may be determined by Kramers-Kronig (KK) transform (21, 19) . We note that, because graphite is layered, its electron density is nonuniform, so 3 3 ( , , )
is a function of two momenta, G being a reciprocal lattice vector. IXS experiments provide the G=0 component (21, 19 ).
The IXS spectra, shown in Fig. 1A ,B (19) , are dominated by two collective excitations, at approximately 6 eV and 35 eV, which were observed in previous studies (22, 23) and are normally referred to as the  and  plasmons, respectively. These excitations are, however, not plasmons in the usual sense; they do not arise from free carrier screening, but from Van Hove singularities in the band structure. The former resides at the edge of the  bands near the M point in the Brillouin zone, and the latter in the -bonded bands along the -L line (23) . Beneath the plasmons, a continuum of singleparticle excitations is visible. The spectra were measured, for k z =0, throughout an entire, symmetryindependent sector of the Brillouin zone (Fig. 1C ).
While these experiments were done on graphite crystals, the results are directly relevant to graphene. Graphite is a quasi-two-dimensional system in which the inter-layer hopping, t  = 0.4 eV, is much smaller than that in-plane, t || = 3 eV. At energy scales greater than t  , the  band of graphite is essentially the same as in graphene, and the system can be thought of as a stack of graphene sheets coupled only by direct, long-ranged Coulomb interactions.
More quantitatively, graphite and graphene have approximately the same polarizability, ( , ) .   k
Physically,  can be thought of as the response of the system, excluding direct Coulomb interactions, which couple the layers, and is related to the response function by
Making the assumption that  is the same for both graphite and graphene, and that the graphene sheets are very thin, we acquire an expression (19) for the response of graphene in terms of that for graphite,
where d=3.35 Å is the distance between the layers and
is a form factor that describes the layered structure of graphite, q and k z being the magnitude of the in-and out-of-plane components of k, respectively (19) . Eq. 4 can be thought of as a means of turning off the coulomb interaction between the layers, revealing the response for half-filled, freestanding graphene.
To test Eq. 4 we applied it to an electron energy loss (EELS) study by Eberlein (24) 
 
Im  , for both graphite and freestanding graphene. They found that the  and  plasmons are also present in graphene, but are shifted to lower energy compared to graphite because of the reduced dimensionality (23, 24) . We scaled their graphite spectra with the f sum rule, KK transformed, applied our Eq. 4, and compared the results to their spectra for graphene (Fig. 1D) . The curves match nearly exactly, reproducing the red shifts and changes in spectral weight of the two plasmons. We conclude that Eq. 4 provides a valid response function for freestanding graphene at energy scales greater than t  (19) .
At the lowest momenta measured, the ( , )
  k derived from Eq. 4 shows signatures of the Dirac fermions. In Fig. 2A we plot
as a function of  for two momenta at which the quantity
is less than the energy of the Van Hove singularity in the  band. Also shown is the spectrum for idealized, noninteracting Dirac fermions. A continuum is visible below 5 eV whose magnitude and dispersion with k are close to that expected for Dirac particles. This suggests that the low frequency, long wavelength response of graphene is strongly influenced by the Dirac fermions. The experimental and idealized spectra differ, however, in two respects. First, the curves deviate near the energy of the  plasmon, since in the real material the width of the  band is finite. Second, the experimental onset energy is lower and smoother than expected.
The origin of these discrepancies are clarified by examining the polarization function, Fig. 2B , which exhibits peaks at the energy of single-particle transitions rather than of the collective modes. Again, the curves for idealized Dirac fermions are shown. The peak in the data is broader and shifted to lower energy, by approximately 0.6 eV, compared the idealized spectrum. Further, the spectral weight in the Van Hove singularity is suppressed from what is expected (23) , being reduced to a shoulder on the Dirac spectrum. These effects may be understood as arising from a combination of band curvature (i.e. deviation from the Dirac spectrum at high energy), as well as excitonic effects, which are known to transfer spectral weight to lower energy in particle-hole spectra. We note that the 0.6 eV shift is similar in magnitude to that predicted by recent ab initio calculations employing the Bethe-Saltpeter equation (25, 26) .
To observe how excitations in graphene propagate in real time, in Fig. 3A -F we plot the timedependent charge density,
ind n t r , arising from a point source in graphene, determined by using n ext (k,) = e in Eq. 1. As expected from causality, 0
as) is dominated by the fast, broadband, plasmon, which is isotropic and ~5 Å in size because of the localized character of the sp 2 bonds. The narrower  plasmon emerges later (t > 200 as), extends over ~10 Å, and exhibits six-fold rotational symmetry. One can think of the sequence of events as a localized burst of density that back-scatters off the atomic lattice.
The effective fine structure constant,
, is shown in Fig. 4 .
is a valid coupling constant at low energy where the bands are Dirac-like; at high energy it may be thought of simply as the inverse dielectric function, scaled by g  . Fig. 4 shows that * g  is complex, and is not a constant but is a strong function of frequency and momentum. This indicates that the strength of interactions in graphene depends on the scale on which the system is probed. The magnitude of * g  ranges from greater than 2 at high energy to significantly less than unity at energies lying below the
An important limit is that of zero frequency and small momentum. At the lowest momenta measured, we found that ( ,0)~k  k as 0 k  (19) . Extrapolating linearly to zero, we find that limit indicates that graphene can screen very effectively over finite distances, and should act like a weakly interacting system for phenomena that take place at low energy and modest wave vector.
For illustration, we simulate the response of the system to a charged impurity by solving Eq. 1 with ( ,0) at length scales larger than a few nm, a charged impurity in graphene is screened nearly completely. This explains the surprisingly small sensitivity of the mobility of graphene to a high- dielectric environment (28, 29), which was anticipated to reduce scattering from charged impurities. Because graphene already screens impurities very efficiently, immersing it in a high- environment does not significantly influence its properties. Screening effects may also explain the absence of a detectable velocity renormalization in recent ARPES and SET experiments. Overall, our results indicate that graphene is a more weakly interacting system than previously assumed, and that the mobility of graphene may currently be limited by some phenomenon other than scattering from charged impurities. Animation of the densities, M1, M2
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Materials and Methods
IXS measurements and data processing
Inelastic x-ray scattering (IXS) experiments were done at Sector 9-ID (XOR) at the Advanced Photon Source. Measurements were done in transmission geometry on commercially obtained single crystal graphite (SCG), as well as ZYA grade, highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG). A Ge(733) analyzer was used near backscattering with E i = 8980.5 eV. Combined with the use of a Si(333) secondary monochromator, our energy resolution was E = 0.3 eV. A sample vessel with an in-vacuum, motorized beam stop allowed spectra to be obtained for scattering angles over the range 3 < 2 < 120, i.e. momentum transfers in the range 1 1 0.238Å 7.88Å
. An in-vacuum goniometer head allowed the azimuthal angle  to be adjusted over a 90 range. Spectra were taken over the transferred energy range -3 <  < 200 eV.
The elastic scattering was removed from individual spectra by subtracting a Voigt fit to the zeroloss line. The continuum features highlighted in Fig. 2A were visible in the raw data on the tail of the elastic scattering in two separate experiments, so were not an artifact of the subtraction. The spectra were corrected for changes in scattering volume, and placed on an absolute scale with the F sum rule (S1),
This integral was satisfied at many momenta without any scaling required among the different k values (Fig. S1 ). The error bars on various quantities, such as the effective charge and fine structure constant, were determined by taking a 5% overall variance in the magnitude of the integral in Eq. S1. At momenta higher than 7.87 Å -1 the spectra consist of simple Compton scattering. This allowed the data to be extrapolated to    and k   by scaling the Compton profile. The spectra were found to be independent of the azimuthal angle, with the exception of the  plasmon, which was quite anisotropic over the range 0.9 Å -1 < k < 2.2 Å -1 (Fig. 1B) . To get a full data set we collected data from the SCG sample over this momentum range and combined it with data from HOPG to construct the quantity
Im[ ( , , 0, )]
x y k k   over a symmetry-independent, 30 sector of the Brillouin zone (Fig. 1C) . This quantity was then Kramers-Kronig transformed to acquire the real part, Re[ ( , , 0, )]
x y k k   , and repeated to construct a complete, two-dimensional parameterization of the complex ( , ,0, )
Construction of charge densities
Data analysis was performed with Mathematica 7.0. Because the experiments were done on graphite crystals, we begin by determining the charge densities that arise from either a static or dynamic point source in three-dimensional graphite. The central challenge is dealing with the issue, mentioned in S3 the main manuscript, that the complete response of graphite, 3 
, is a function of two distinct momenta, the appropriate generalization of Eq. 1 being 3 3 ( , ) ( (S2) . In a homogeneous system only the G=0 term is nonzero, so this experimental restriction poses no limitation. However graphite is highly layered, so it is necessary to make some assumption about how charge is arranged in the system, i.e. how 3 ( , , )
Rather than appealing to a microscopic model, we will consider two limiting cases. The first is the homogeneous limit, in which the charge density is assumed to be uniform in space, and only the G=0 term in Eq. S2 is used. The second is the layered limit, in which the graphene sheets are assumed to be arbitrarily thin, in which case 3 
is independent of the component G z and nonzero only when G x = G y = 0. In this limit,  may be factored out of the sum in Eq. S2, which can be done analytically, as shown in Eq. S3. The layered case is a decidedly more realistic representation of real graphite than the homogeneous case, but we will consider both limits as a means of placing bounds on the properties of the real system. of using a sine transform is that explicit Kramers-Kronig transformation is not required (S3). The result is shown in Fig. S2 . We note that these images were constructed from data with fixed k z = 0, so represent the three-dimensional response, ( , , , ) ind n x y z t , integrated along z (perpendicular to the graphene sheets).
The resolutions of these images, defined in terms of the Nyquist theorem (S4), are t = 10.3 as and r = 0.20 Å. We note that our time resolution is shorter than the fastest laser pulse ever produced (S5). As required by causality, 0 ind n  for 0 t  . The earliest response (t < 200 as) is dominated by the fast, broadband, plasmon, which is isotropic and only ~5Å in size because of the localized character of the sp 2 bonds. The  plasmon, which has a narrower linewidth, emerges later (t > 200 as), extends over ~15 Å, and exhibits six-fold rotational periodicity. One can think of the sequence of events as a rotationally symmetric burst of density that back-scatters off the atomic lattice.
S4
To determine how these processes dress a static charge, we solved Eq. S2 for a static source in graphite, ( ,0) ext n e   k . We performed a single-energy Kramers-Kronig transform to acquire 3 (Fig. S3A) , reminiscent of the excitations in Fig. S2 , is ~15 Å in size and comprises an isotropic inner layer surrounded by a six-fold symmetric outer layer.
Next, we acquired the charge density in the limit that the layers are assumed to be arbitrarily thin.
In this limit, the quantity 3 ( , , ) 
S5
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Expression of the graphene response, ( , )
  k , in terms of that for graphite, 3 ( , , )
In this section we derive Eq. 4 of the main manuscript. For a periodic system in any number of dimensions, the general relationship between the susceptibility, , and the polarization function, , is
where G is a reciprocal lattice vector and ( ) V k is the Coulomb propagator in the appropriate number of dimensions (the diagrammatic expression of this relationship is shown in Fig. S4A ). For the case of graphite, if we assume, as above, that the layers are arbitrarily thin, then 3D
 as well as 3D
 are both independent of the z-component, G z . In this approximation, both 3D
 and 3D
 may be factored out of the sum in Eq. S4, which can be done analytically in the same manner as in Eq. S3. The result is
is the Coulomb propagator in two dimensions and the form factor
describes how charge interacts in three dimensions. The product ( ) ( )
is essentially the Coulomb propagator for a layered system (S6).
For two-dimensional graphene, which we assume to be homogeneous within the plane, the corresponding relationship is
If we assume the graphene layers in graphite are coupled only by direct Coulomb interactions, the polarization functions for graphite and graphene are the same, i.e.,
where the factor 1/d accounts for the different units. Using this relationship, combining Eq. S5 and Eq. S7, we get
which is Eq. 4 of the main manuscript.
At energy scales where the hopping between the layers can be neglected, Eq. S8 is justified by the fact that the internal Coulomb lines that dress a polarization bubble, , can only scatter electrons within a given layer (Fig. S4B) . In this regime, the layers are coupled only by direct Coulomb lines connecting different polarization bubbles, as shown in Fig. S4A . Because the electronic structure of graphite and graphene are very similar, (k,) can be expected to be roughly the same for the two systems at energy scales greater than t  . Use Eq. S9 is therefore justified even in the presence of strong correlations, and in particular is justified beyond the range of validity of most common approximation schemes, such as RPA.
In the main manuscript the conversion formula Eq. S9 was tested on an electron energy loss (EELS) experiment by Eberlein (24) . In Fig. S4C we also test this expression on a density functional theory calculation from the same article. We KK transformed their calculated graphite spectra, scaled it with the f sum rule, applied our Eq. S9, and compared the results to their calculated spectra for graphene (Fig. S4C) . Again, the curves match exactly in the high energy region, reproducing both the red shifts and changes in spectral weight of the two plasmons. The small peak at 2 eV is not reproduced, but this feature is not present in their experimental data so may be an artifact of the ab initio calculation.
We note that at large momenta, i.e.
1/~0.3
behaves as a two-dimensional system, and the conversion Eq. S9 has no effect on the response function.
In applying Eq. S9 it was found, indeed, to have no effect on the response for momenta The linearity of ( ,0)
 k in the long wavelength, asymptotic limit has the significant implication that graphene can support dielectric screening, which is not normally possible in two dimensions. In any number of dimensions, the dielectric function is related to the polarization by
For a system with an energy gap,
, implying that dielectric screening is not possible at large distances in two dimensions.
Graphene, however, is a special case. Because ( ,0)~k  k at small k, Eq. S10 converges to a finite dielectric constant at large distances, meaning that graphene -because of its gapless electronic structure -can support dielectric screening. For this reason, when computing charge densities, the final graphene response was extrapolated linearly in momentum to k = 0.
Comparison of various charge densities
Having determined the response for graphene, it is useful to compare the screening of a point charge for the three cases we have considered, namely graphite in the homogeneous limit (Fig. S3A ), graphite in the layered limit (Fig. S3B) , and graphene ( Fig. 3G in the main manuscript) . The density clouds in each of these figures acts to screen the external charge, so a quantity of particular interest is the total amount of charge contained within each of these clouds.
In Fig. S6 we plot Q(R), which is the total charge contained within ( ) ind n r , integrated out to a cutoff radius, R, for all three cases. The curves for graphene and layered graphite are nearly identical, and differ from the homogeneous graphite response in that they exhibit a region from 0.3 Å to 2.5 Å in which the net induced charge exceeds the value of the external charge. This "overscreening" region is an outcome of the assumption of infinitely thin layers, and indicates that -at extremely short distances -the Coulomb interaction is actually attractive. Because this feature does not occur if one assumes a homogeneous charge density, our results do not unequivocally prove that it is real. However since the real system is highly layered it is reasonable to conjecture that overscreening may occur, at least to some degree.
The asymptotic value of the total charge, ( ) Q  , however, is roughly the same in the three cases.
In the homogeneous limit, the integrated charge plateaus at large distance to the value We emphasize that in all cases -both for graphite and graphene -our analysis has made the assumption of linear response. In this approximation, we find that the screening is substantial, i.e., when integrated out to a modest cutoff the residual net charge of an electron is only a small fraction of e. Nonetheless, the value of the density at any given location is small compared to the background charge density, indicating a posteriori that non-linear corrections to the response are small.
Relationship between
and physical observables, such as the self-energy,
In any many-body system, the one electron Green's function is defined as
where k = (k,) labels both momentum and energy, 0 ( ) G k denotes the Green's function for the noninteracting system (S7) , and
is the full, interacting, quasiparticle self-energy. Eq. S12, which ignores divergent contributions from a uniform background of charge, is exact and is defined in terms of the screened Coulomb interaction, Our IXS experiments suggest that the Dirac fermions in graphene are more polarizable than originally expected. Specifically, at small  and k, with It is worth pointing out that in the standard, relativistic quantum electrodynamics in 3+1 dimensions, the Green's functions and vertex functions are expressed as power series expansions in the renormalized coupling constant,  , which is a scale-dependent quantity approaching at low energies and low momenta the experimentally determined value 1/137   (S8) . By analogy, in graphene, expansion of physical quantities to lowest order in the bare g  neglects the physical fact that, in an interacting system, the effective coupling constant is not "protected," and is in fact renormalized by vacuum polarization effects ranging from low through high energy scales. The resolutions for these images were r = 0.20 Å and t = 10.3 as. Note that this time resolution is faster than any pulses currently available from ultrafast lasers. These images were generated assuming a homogeneous distribution of charge (see text). 
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Figure S6
Accumulated charge, Q(R), plotted against the integration cutoff, R, for the for graphite in the homogeneous and layered limits, as well as graphene. The error bars on the dielectric constants come from a assuming a 5% deviation from the F sum rule.
